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The growing gap between visitation and yield

Visitors Spend



Dispersal much lower among international visitors
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! Satisfaction with regional Australia

High satisfaction overall . . .
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but some areas of concern
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! Satisfaction with different aspects of regional Australia
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It’s better to do one thing well than 10 things poorly













The House of Eternal ReturnThe House of Eternal Return





Destinations 
need a 
Wow Factor! 

❖ Social media rules OK?

❖ It rules over traditional promotion

❖ But what are we giving customers to talk about?

❖ Destinations increasingly need a stand out  
experience that has a wow factor

❖ truly different / engaging / impactful

❖ Reinforcing destination brand for critical 
target market



A wow factor view is not necessarily a wow factor experience



Storytelling

Storytelling is the most effective way 
to merge meaning and relationships

WOW can start with interpretation

A way of communicating 
ideas and feelings that helps 
people enrich their 
understanding and 
appreciation of their world, 
and their role within it it



Target 
audience

• What content are they 
interested in

• How do they like to learn 
and experience this

Story

• Potential content / stories

• Structure stories into a 
collective - purpose

Technique

• Link the stories to 
interactive activity

• Create variations to mix it 
up

How do good interpreters make it work?



Great interpretation helps people complete a puzzle
- they understand, and feel much more than they otherwise would have



Interpretation is the 
art of storytelling

Who knows 
a good story?



6 Rules of 
storytelling



1. Great stories 
are universal



2. Great 
stories have 

a clear 
structure 

and purpose



3. Great 
stories have a 
character to 

root for 
(an underdog)



4. Great stories 
appeal to our 

deepest emotions



5. Great stories 
are surprising and 

unexpected



6. Great 
stories are 

simple 
and focused



Coming back to the real world



Yes the real World



Visiting Angel Falls



Building a product around 
a question…

Why Angel Falls?



What waterfall?



The moment of discovery



What would you do?



How did he escape?



Want to hear and relive the story?



We flew 
them in



And we walked 
out to safety



The mechanics 
behind the 
storytelling

1. Canaima to 
Ayuan tepui via 
Angel Falls
2. Trek down
3. Boat out



What about the 
underdog?



Conclusion



Thank you

Questions and discussion?

www.smatourism.com


